A GUIDE FOR
SOCIETIES AND
ORGANIZATIONS

Partnering with
Taylor & Francis Books

WELCOME
This guide explains the benefits of partnering with Taylor & Francis Books and what we can do for your members to
provide lasting benefit to your organization. We invite you to match the needs of your organization with the many
resources we have available, so you can engage, inform, expand and retain your membership.

ABOUT TAYLOR & FRANCIS GROUP
Taylor & Francis works with world-class authors, from leading scientists
and researchers, to scholars and professionals at the top of their fields.
We publish books in all areas of the Humanities, Social Sciences,
Behavioral Sciences and Education under the Routledge imprint, and
Science, Technology and Medicine under the CRC Press imprint. We
are one of the world’s leading publishers of scholarly journals, books, eBooks, textbooks
and reference works.
Taylor & Francis Group is part of Informa PLC, which operates at the heart of the
Knowledge and Information Economy. Informa has over 7,500 colleagues worldwide,
with a presence and customers in the Americas, Asia, Europe, the Middle East and Africa.
Informa is organized into four Operating Divisions (Academic Publishing, Business
Intelligence, Knowledge and Networking and Global Exhibitions), each with a separate
and strong management team accountable for the Division’s performance, plus a
fifth Global Support Division. This creates an overall Group portfolio with balance and
breadth in revenue mix, geographies, verticals and products and services.
We look forward to sharing this knowledge and expertise with your members.
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We publish more than 2,500
journals and over 7,000 new books
each year, with a books backlist
of more than 120,000 specialist
titles. We are providers of quality
information and knowledge that
enable our customers to perform
their jobs efficiently, enhance their
education and help contribute to the
advancement of their chosen field.

RESOURCES FOR PARTNERSHIPS
Free-to-view
• An online collection
of books or chapters
• Available to view
for free online
SEE EXAMPLE>

Prize Draws

Attract
and retain
members and
drive conference
registration

Member
Discounts
Exclusive member
discounts on all Taylor
& Francis books

Drive registration with
a book prize draw.

Snapshots
• Short and accessible articles

White Papers
• Short (5-10 page) indepth reports on specific
topics, often backed by
serious primary and/or
secondary research
• Written by your
members, T&F authors,
or commissioned by us
• Co-branded (optional)
SEE EXAMPLE>

• Addresses an industry issue, solution,
or information on a specific topic
SEE EXAMPLE>

Inspire and
support your
members
with free
content

Chapter Compilations
Free-to-view or downloadable pdf sample
chapters in your chosen area of interest
SEE EXAMPLE>

Receive up-to-date
information about
the most recent
products, research
and resources in your
area of interest

Benefits of
partnering
with Taylor
& Francis
Books

FreeBooks
• A beautifully designed free
downloadable e-book
• Features existing T&F book
chapters, plus original content
around your chosen topic
• Can contain an introduction and/
or chapters written by a society
representative or member(s)
• Co-branded (optional)
SEE EXAMPLE>

Bespoke
member area
on the T&F
website

Join our
mailing list

Co-branded and
customised books
Purchase bulk quantities of
co-branded or customised
books for your members at a
competitive price

Member benefit
hub featuring:

Inform
members
about new
books in
their field

• New and important
books and journals
in your field
• Discount info
• Free content
and resources
SEE EXAMPLE>

Join our affiliate
program

Generate
revenue to
support your
organization

Earn commission when
your members purchase
books with us using a
bespoke discount code

Co-publications
Publish individual books or a
book series that is co-branded
to support your organization
SEE EXAMPLE>

We are committed to supporting your organization and helping you achieve your goals, whether
they are specific and targeted or more wide-ranging in scope – we have a solution to fit you.

CASE STUDIES
We work with a range of societies
and organizations around the world
helping them better serve their
members. Our team works closely
with our partners to develop bespoke
resources that support their members’
professional development, expand
knowledge, and advance science and
research. Here are some examples of
societies and organizations we have
a partnership with, and the positive
results we have obtained together!

THE SOCIETY OF TRIBOLOGY & LUBRICATION ENGINEERS
Overview

How we worked together

The Society of Tribology & Lubrication
Engineers (STLE) is a global organization
that is dedicated to the advancement of
the science of tribology and the practice
of lubrication engineering to foster
innovation, improve the performance
of equipment and products, conserve
resources and protect the environment.

• Taylor & Francis publishes Tribology Transactions
(6 issues per year) and to date has co-published
6 books that directly tie to the organization’s
professional development of its members.

Taylor & Francis provides STLE strategic
editorial consultation as well as
publishing its journals and book series.

• STLE’s educational program, comprised of over
50 courses, is enriched with over 200 digital
content pieces provided by Taylor & Francis.
• Taylor & Francis has expanded awareness
of STLE’s books, journals, and annual
conferences through cross-marketing reaching
over 70,000 contacts.

Results
Book sales have exceeded expectations, and there have been over 500 downloads since the
launch of STLE’s educational program in 2017.

An ongoing relationship
We actively add value to the membership’s professional development by providing customized
educational content that enhances the organization’s educational program.
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“Taylor & Francis
is far and away STLE’s most
valuable partner when it comes
to content creation and dissemination
through journals and book publishing.
They provide our members with an
outstanding experience and make sure
that the work is presented in the best way
possible and to as many people as possible.
There’s no question that working with Taylor &
Francis has enhanced STLE’s reputation as
the leading technical society in our field.
They are, in a word, awesome!”
Edward Salek, CAE, Executive Director,
Society of Tribologists and
Lubrication Engineers (STLE)

LEADERSHAPE GLOBAL
Overview

How we worked together

LeaderShape Global is a UK headquartered
organization with a global culture that
operates without borders. It exists to develop
people around the world who can lead
beyond their ego to be radical, ethical and
authentic: Transpersonal Leaders.

• Taylor & Francis worked with LeaderShape to
create a series of White Papers on Transpersonal
Leadership. LeaderShape worked with their
network to provide authoritative content on key
topics and Taylor & Francis turned this content
into co-branded White Papers.

Taylor & Francis helped LeaderShape expand
their reach by working together to create
a series of White Papers. LeaderShape
benefitted from Taylor & Francis’ extensive
reach to professionals across industries and
around the world who are interested in
becoming better leaders.

• Each White Paper was sent to more than
2.6 million email contacts and promoted to
over 100,000 social media followers.

Results
Together we built a network of contacts who are interested in Transpersonal Leadership.
With 22,000 White Paper downloads to date and more than 58,000 website sessions,
leaders and aspiring leaders across the world engaged with LeaderShape’s content.

Leading
Beyond the
Ego
How to Become a Transpersonal

Leader

An ongoing relationship
Following on from the success of the White Papers, Taylor & Francis
and LeaderShape co-published a book, Leading Beyond the Ego:
How to Become a Transpersonal Leader.

JOHN KNIGHTS, DANIELLE GRANT
& GREG YOUNG
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“From the moment
we first met the Taylor &
Francis (Routledge) people to discuss
our book project in January 2016 right up
to publication of “Leading Beyond the Ego: How
to Become a Transpersonal Leader” in March 2018,
they have been enthusiastic, creative, supportive,
expert and diligent at all levels and in all departments.
It has felt like we were integrated with their team with the
same objective in mind. We were especially impressed by
the involvement of the marketing department throughout
the project in finding innovative ways to pre-promote the
book including publishing White Papers and sponsoring
events and webinars. Yes, there are always some tough
times and difficult discussions and decisions through
the course of writing a book that is the result of 20
years work, but the editorial staff were superb
in supporting us to find the right way
forward.” John Knights, Co-founder and
Chairman of LeaderShape Ltd.

NASEN
Overview

How we worked together

The National Association of Special
Educational Needs (nasen) is a membership
charity organization supporting education
professionals by providing resources and
training to help meet and identify needs of
individuals with special or additional learning
needs (SEND/ALN).

• Produced a co-branded, jointly promoted content piece Spotlight on
Dyslexia and Dyspraxia: A Routledge and nasen Freebook to coincide with
the Dyslexia and Dyspraxia Awareness Weeks in October 2017. It includes
content from two books in the nasen spotlight series and a specially
written foreword from nasen’s Head of Education. We jointly promoted
the FreeBook through social media posts/ads and email campaigns to our
respective contacts.

Taylor & Francis supports nasen in their
mission to promote the advancement and
development of all individuals with SEND/ALN
by co-publishing a book series and producing
co-branded content pieces. nasen benefits
from Taylor & Francis’ reach to professionals
and teachers interested in SEND.

• Sponsored the 2017 nasen Awards and attended the nasen Live!
2017 event to show our support and promote the co-published series.

DYSLEXIA
AND DYSPRAXIA

• nasen offer their members 20% discount on Routledge books as a membership benefit
as well as feature reviews of our books in their magazine, nasen Connect.

Results
Within 24 hours of launching the Freebook we achieved 1,000 downloads and over 5,000
downloads in seven weeks, leading to more than 9,300 website sessions. Together we built
a network of contacts who were interested in SEND.

An ongoing relationship
Following on our successes, we will continue to co-publish titles and create new content pieces.
This will ensure that relevant, up-to-date and diverse publications are available to schools and
professionals working within the field of special educational needs and disability (SEND).
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A Routledge FreeBook

SPOTLIGHT ON

“nasen has a
strategic partnership with
Routledge that brings together
the leading publisher of professional
development books for teachers and
academics with the leading professional
membership body for special educational
needs and disabilities. This partnership works
well as it facilitates a direct transfer of sector
knowledge into the market, ensuring that the
nasen-Routlegde book series is both relevant
and impactful. Both nasen and Routledge are
organisations with a positive professional
approach and a sound ethical foundation,
which has further strengthened the
partnership” nasen CEO,
Dr Adam Boddison

For more information, please contact
acbookspart@informa.com

